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INVE3TIGATION OF METHODS OF REDUCING THE TZMPEXATURE
.0

VARIATION AMONG CYLINDERS ON.AIR-COOLED
\

-., . ~ AIRCIUI!T.-ENGINI5S. ‘. -

By George.F. Kin@orn and William A. Mueller
.. .

SUMMARY

Tests have been made to determine methods for reducing

the temperatures of’the hot cylinders on air-cooled-air-
.. .

craft engines, A Pratt & Whitney R-1830-43,“lL-cylinderI ..
en~ine was used for the tests-

Reductions of ~Oo F to 350 F in the

and barrel temperatures were obtained b~
. .

cylinder-head
.“

the use of ducts

directing coolinC air upon the rear of the cylinders.
.

Increasing the cylinder fin area by welding additional

lengths of metal to the existing fins resulted in temper-

. ature reductions of about 26° F. Baffle modiftcatlond

which included enlarging the inlet gaps, extending the

baffles farther to the

diffuser at the baffle

ducts to the hot parts

temperature reductions

rear of the cplinder, adding a

outlet, and providing separate

of the c~linder, resulted in head-

of as mch”as 50° F, In addition,
1.

j

It large reductions in the temperatures of’:individual

.- cylinders were obta~ned”b~”injecting a“dditlonal”fuel
. .

ahead of the cylinder intake ports.m

. . . --— —
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It appears that the pressure drop

air-cooled engines may be considerably

the ternperattlresof the ~ndividual hot

I Ill 1111II I

,---
..

. . . . .

“required~d .COO1many

reduced by decreasing

cylinders through the

use of’methods sti.lilarto those tested.

. . INT30WJCTION r

The.head and barrel temperatures of radial aircraft

engines vary considerably from cylinder to cyli,nder. Fre-

quently a few cylinders have temperatures as much as 60° F

above the average -d are.referred to as the “hot” cylinders

of the engine. These temperature dif!ferencqsaggravate the

cooling -problembecause, if the hot cylinders are to be

cooled satisfactorily, the other cylinders must be over-

cooked. In some cases the pressure drop required to cool

the en@ne may be decreased as much as 40 percent by reducing

the temperatures of the hot cylinders to the average cylinder

temperature. .

Tests have been made to determine the effectiveness of

several methods for reducing the

cylinders on air-cooled aircraft

includes: (1) directing cooling

temperatures of the hot .

en@nes. This investigation

air upon the rear of the

Ii I

cylinders, (2) increasing the fuel-air ratio F/A of “.

separate cyllnders by injecting additional fuel just ahead of

the intake ports, (3) increasing the cooling area of the
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c~linders by attaching &dditional lengths of metal to the

exi.stln~.flIISj and {~) Wdffying the cylinder baffles-
, .,----- . .

The tests were-co&ucte~” With-a Pratt & l?’hitn~yR=1830-43

engine installed in a wing nacelle.

APPA~ATUS AND TESTS

The P. & W. R-1830-1+3engine is a 1)+-cylinder,two-

row, air-cooled aircraft engine with a-normal rating of

1100 horsepower and a nllitary rating of 1200 horsepower.

The engine v~a~equipped with a Stromberg PD-12F2-14.

injection-t=ypecarburetor. The nacelle wasmounted on

supports as shown In fi~tre 1. A propeller-speed

fan and lar~e-ch~rd cowl flaps were

air for the engine.

In addition to measv.rem~~itaof

rear-spark-plug gasket and cylinder

used to supply cooling

t!letemperature of each

flange, measurements

were mada of the temperature at 1.6othor poin~s c)ver the

head and barrel of’one of the rear cylinders. Fuel-air

ratios f’orIndividual c;?lindorswore determined from

exhaust-gas

was checked

sumption.

analyses, The average engtne f’uel-airratio

with moasurenents of ermine air and fuel con-

Tests were mnde with snail ducts directing cooling

air upon the rear of cylinders 13 arid14, which were

chosen because of their accessibility. The inlet of the

—- —. — . . . -
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duct for cylinder 13 was located in the Intercaoler cooling-

air duct with a scoop to utilize the available total pressure

and the Inlet of the duct for cylinder 14 was located between

the cyllnder rocker boxes, as shown in figure 2. The duct

outlets were 1 inch from the c~linders and directed approxi-

mately the smae mount of coo’.ng air on the rear of the

barrels and the heads. The duct outlets were 1 Inch wide

and were located approximately in the center of the baffle

outlets. The baffle outlets on the P. & Vi.R-1830-45 engine

vay from 3 to 5 inohes in width: the outlets on the reur

cylinders are somewhat ~ilderthan on the front cylinders.

Total- and static-pressure tubes were used to neasure the air

flow throu&h the ducts. In order to Insure that the spark-

plug-gasket and cylinder-flange thermocouples would Give

rellable indications of the temperature reductions at points

on the cylfnder not bein~ directly cooled by this air, the

areas immediately around the thermocouples were shielded from

the cooling air by small tabs extending from the duct outlets

to

to

the oylinder w811s (fig. 2).

Tests were made with separate enrichment of the mixture

cylinders 1 and 10. The additional fuel was fed in a

continuous spray throu~h the priner i’ittlnCs,which are

located just &lend of the cylinder intake ports. The amount

was manually adjusted with a neadle valve. A sn.allrotameter

was used to measure the mount of’fuel Injected.
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Three methods were used to attach additional cooling

area to the cylinders: weldlng, clipping, and bolting.

Extensions were welded to the .existlngfins on the top of

the cylinder head (figs. 3 to 6). The total added cooling

area amounted to approx.hmtely 382 square inches. The

top baffle used with these extensions is shown in figure 6.

Fln extensions were also clipped to”the existing fins on

the top of the cylinder head as shown in figures 7 to 9. “
. .

The added coollng area in this cas~ was about the same as

with the welded extonaions. The ends of the clipped

extensions were riveted to a plate thut served as tho

baff’le. Tho ends of the fins werg scr~ipcdto obtain

head

a

smooth surf’aco@ncluniform thickness bofnre the gxhJnsi~ns

ware Installed. Tests were madn wit% tk~ joint plaln

and with the uonncctinflparts ccat~ciwith a mixture of

aluminum powdor and blach lacquer in an attempt to improvo

the thorml bond. Tssts were also made of copper fin

extensions wod.gedand bolted to tho rear of the cylinder

head as shown in figuras 5 and 10.” The added fin area was

about 268 square inches. For this test tho cylinder

baffles extended farther to the rear of the cylinder, as

shown in figures 6 and 10.

Tests were made crfthe following types of baffle

modlflcation:
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(1) Enlargement of the baffle Inlets and extension of

the baffles farther around to the rear of the cylinders

(2) Addition of’diffusers at the baffle outlets to

recover part CM’the l+netlc ene~gy of th’ecooling air and to

increase the cooling-air f’low

(3) Provision of ducts incorporated in the bafl’lesto

carry unheated air to the hottest parts ot the head (fig. 11

shows one such baffle tested) 9

In addition, completely revisad baffles combining these

three modifications were Snstal.ledon the rear cylinder of

the P. & W. R-1830-)L3engine. These baffles are companed

with the original ‘oal’flesin fi~os 12 to l)}. .!clc!i.tlonal

views of the revis~d baffles are shown In figzre 15.

ltostof the changes };eretested on only ono or two

cylinders of tlm en.qir.eand v:creevaluated by comparing en@ne

temperature

In order to

temperature

patt,ernsobtu!ned .rlthand wtthout the changes.

reduc9 the sr;mr d:,oto erratic variatlorisin the

pattern, five to ei~,httests wero readsof each

modif’lcation. Th~se tests were made ov~r a ran~e of’engine

power from low-cruisln~ to normal.

RXSULTS lJTYJEISG[:SSION

The te?qm=ture data have been ccrr~,ctet!i’crvariatims

in atmospheric conditions and for smll varlattons in en~ine

operating ccndltiona in order that the r:?sultsobtained for

.-
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the vartous modifications may be compared directly with the ;

results obtained for the cylinder or.,.. ...
condition. . ., .,

8 . .
qts. - The effect

A ducts ia shown ~n fl~es 16 to 18.
“.

engine @ Its “wlginal

I

of the cooling-air

The changes In the.““ .

temperatures of’thq.rqar-spark-plug gasket and the cylinder
,... .

flange are lnd~oa$ed In the -figuresby the symbol At. At
...

97 percent no~mal.power (fig. 16) with both ducts in place,, :

the

per

the

The

per

air flow through the duct to cylinder 13 was 86 pounds “

hour. This f’lowresulted in

haad temperature and of’29° 1+’

air flow.through the ducts on
.“

hour, and the head and barrel

about 70 V and 20.Fsrespectively.

a reduction of 36° F in .

in the barrel temperature.

cylinder L!+was 54 pounds

temperatures were r.~duced

The temperature reductions at 58 percent and 48 percent

normal power (figs. 17 &nd 18) are aomcwhat less than at

97 percent nor~ai powOr, When the air flow through the

duct to cyl$pder 13 was reduced to about three-fou&hs Its
..’

original qu~tity,,by blocking off part of the inlet, the., . .
temperature reductions were between one-half and two-thirds

..” .L
their original-values. me higher air flow through,the...
duct to cylinder 13 1s due to the total pressure built up In ~

the intercooler coollng duct by the propeller operation.
::,

Because the pre,ssuredrop across the engine was sm@l

—
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(3 to 4 in.jof water) during these tests, the $1OW through the
.:

duct on cylinder 14 was low. In fli&, “thepressure drop,

across the engine 1s considerably higher (8 to 15 ifi.of water)

and a duet similar to the one used on cylinder 14 might be
.

considerably more effective than indicated-by these tests.

The effect of the cooling ducts upon the temperatures

at the front of the cylinders was not detemined because re-

ductions in these temperatures are considered le”ssimportant
.

than reductions in the temperatures at the rear of the

cylinders. The temperatures at the front of the cylinders

are more than 100° F below the temperatures at the reap of the

cylinders and probably have comparatively little effect In

inducing preignition and detonation or in Increasing the rate

of wear of the engine.

Mixture-enrlch5.~ tests. “-Inasmuch as the temperature——— .. .....

of the combustion gases in an engine cylinder decreases as

the mixture is enriched above a fuel-air ratio of 0.07,
,

cylinder-head temperatures may readil~ be reduced by increas-

ing the fuel-air ratio. As the specific fuel”consunption

increases rapidly with increasing fuel-air ratio, however,’
.

enriching the mixture of the entire en:ine to improve

cylinder coolinC is generally undesirable except for short-

period operation. A few cylinders may be cooled in this
.’ .

manner with a relatively small increase in engine fuo”lcon-

sumption.
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The results of the lnfl~ction of additional ~asoline

-into~thecpllnder pntrnerfi~tl~s bre shown i.ri~i~res

19 to 22. . On tkle cylinders with “theenriched mixtures,

the head temperatures were reduced 14°

little change In barrel temperatures.

fuel-flow and exhaust-gas measurements

the fuel injected did not pass through

F to 44° F With

In each test, ., ““

showed that all

the cylinder for

which it was intended. “ Because of the pulsating and

turbulent flow in the intake pipes, some of the fuel was

evidently carried back into tineblower s~ction. Thau qt-

gas analysis showed a sliCht general enriching of the mix-

tures throughout the entire en@ne and only from 50 to

80 percent or the adrdtted fuel was accounted for in the

exhaust 01’tha cylinder for which the fuel was intended.

In p?*actice,if the fuel were injected in a continuous

spray, as In the prcseut tests, It would probably be

advisable to compensate for the resulting general enrichment

“bydecreasing the amount of fuel delivered by the carbu-

retor. If the carburetor were so adjusted, the head

temperatures of’three cylinders on a P. &Y1. R-1830-4.3

engine could be reduced an average of 2!)0F at cruising

~owers (~ = c).068)with ml increase in s.pecif’icfuel con-

sumption of about 3 percent. Vllthoutan adjustment, the .

fuel consumption would be increased approximately 5 percent.

..
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of hot cyllnders would be
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gasoline ahead of the intake ports

particularly useful when the tem-

perature differences exlstlng between cylinders are pr~~ar!ly

due to poor mixture distribution. For this case, the dlf-

feronces in cylinder power output as well as the differences

in temperature would be reduced. .

Additional cooling aree. - Table I gives a comparison of

cylinder temperatures obtained with the original cyl!nder and

with the cylinder with the three types of’fin extension.

Results are shown for two power conditions: 65 percent normal

power and 100 percent nmmal power.

The welded fin extensions (figs. 3 to 6) reduced the

temperature of the rear-spark-plug Casket about 29° F at

65 percent normal power and about 22” F at 10IIpercent normal

power; whereat the clipped-on extmsiona (figs. 7 to 9)

reduced the head temperature only 10° 2’and 6° F for the two

power conditions. Inas]:m.c”na3 the Increase in fin area was

the same in each case, the smnll.ertemper~.turereduction with

the clipped-on extensions r-lustbe due to a poor thermal bond

between the ori~inal fin and the clipped-o~ extensions. The

addition of a mixture of’aluminum powder and black lacqusr

between the connecting parts of the fins and the extensions

showed no improvement in the thermal conductance.

The addition of

rear of the cylinder

.

copper fins bolted and wedged to the

head gave no substantial reduction in
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temperatures. The ineffectiveness of these fins #ay be-
. .

...—
attributed to the lii@er’temperature of’tlss”coolhg air at

the rear of the cylinder, a poor thermal bond at the bolted ,

and wedged joint, and higher resistance to tli~ cooilng ah

resulting in reduced air flow.

. Baffle modificatlcms. - Temperature data obtained from..—.—.
the tes~s of the various baffle modifications are given in

table II, Important temperature reductions were obtained

with several of the configurations tested. R~ductions of ““

34° F In the temperature of the rear-spark-plug gasket at

65 percent normal power ;nd of 250 F at 120 percent nomnal

power were obtained by anlargin~ the baff’lr-inl~;tgap to - .

5/8 inch, extend;nq the baffle fart~lerto the rear of the.

cylinder, and providing a radius of curvature of’1/2 Inch.

at the outlet (condition 5 in table II). “ AS shown for

condition 7, temperature reduct5.onsof 19° F ~nd 15° F

were obtained at 65 percent and 100 percsnt n~rmal power; “
.

respectively, by continuing the baffle farthr to the rear

of the cylinder

Reductions

percent and 100
,:

obtained with a

and adding a short diffuse~;..,

in temperature of’9° F and 12” F at 65 -

percent normal power, respectively,.wire

top head baffle having a separate duct

carrying coollng air to the rear of the fins (condition“9).
,

The inlet to this duct is shown in figures 12 to 15, - As
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shown in figures 12 and 13, fingers projected from tha baffle

Into.the fin passages at the top of me head to divert the

heated air that flowed over the front fins out of the rear

fin passages. A side baffle incorporatin~.a s.id.larduct
..”

(fig. 11) gave temperature reductions

normal power and 1~ F at 100 peroent

(condition 10). .With both these.new

Or 20° F .pt65 percent

normal power. .

baffles on”the cylinder,

0 F and .35° F were obtalned-temperature reductions of 31

(condition 11)● .

The completely rev.lsedbaffles (figs. 12 to 15) combining

many of the separate modif~cations testeds when installed on

single cylinders of the engine, gave temperature reductions

of about 50° F (condition 12). Tests with the revised

baffles installed on all c~linders are reported.in reference 1.

As first tested, the temperature of the exhaust-valve

guide was somewhat higher with the revised baffles than with

the ori@nal baffles although the temperatures at all other

hot points on the cylinder were.reduced (reference 1), This

increase in the

found to be due

exhaust side of.

temperature of the exhaust-valve guide was

to a restriction at the baffle outlet on the

the c;~linderbelow the rocker box, as indicated

by the arrow labeled ‘restricted outlet” in figure l~(b).

The temperatures at various points around cylinder 1 with the

restriction removed are shown in figures 23 and 24. It will. .4
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be noted that substantial reductions have been obtained in ..
.

the temperatures at the hotter parts of the cylinder. The------ -..,., ....— ,.,

tem~ature at nearly every point measured over the com-

bustion chamber has

was a comparatively

the cyllnder. The.1

been reduced. The single exception

0002 point located toward tti front of .

temperatures at several points on the
. .

front and sides of the cylinder head were increased slightly.

The temperatures of the rear center of the barrel and

cylinder flange were reduced 10o F to 15° F whereas the

temperature of’the front of the barrel was increased about

150 F, .Inasmuchas the temperatures at the front of the

cylinder are so much lower than the temperatures at the

rear of the cylinder, the increases in the temperatures on

the front are not considered particularly undesirable.

Further reductions in exhaust-valve-guide temperature

of about 5° F were obtained by increasing the gap between

the fins and baffles, where the fins are short, to eliminate

the restriction at that potnt ‘and by cutting a hole in the

side of the
.

air passi~

A sketch of

baffle to provide an outlet for the cooling

bet”weenthe fins at the front of the rocker box.

these modifications is given In fibwre 25Q. .

AppQcatlon. - It will be noted by reference to the
.

temperature patterns shown in figures 16 to 22 that, by
..

cooling the heads of oylinders 1, 3, and 13, the maximum

,. —.-.
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head temperature of the engine could be greatly reduced at”

both normal and crulslng powers. Sidlarly; on moat other

air-cooled engines considerable improvements In cooling may

be obtained by reducing the temperatures of’a few hot cylln-

ders. On certain large engines, however, the highest temper-

atures on the engine do not remain fixed but vary.frQm.

cylinder to cylinder with changes in power output. In such .

cases, hnprover.entsin engine performance can be achieved by

increasing the cooling of those oylinders that-are the hot

cylinders at the critical coolln~ conditions - nsrnely,normal

rated power or maximum crulsifigpower.

COIJCLUSIONS “

In tests with a P. & W. R-1830-43.air-cooled engine to

detem?dne tho effectiveness of several methods for reducing

the temperatures of the hot cylinders, the following results

were obtained:

1. Thecylinder-head and barrel temperatures were reduced

30° F to 350 F by the installation of individual air ducts

directing cooling air upon th:erear of’the cylinder. This

method can be used advantageously to cool hot cylinders.
..

2. Additional fuel may be supplied to a few hot

cylinders to reduce their head temperatures with comparatively

small increases in engine fuel consumption. The enriching

may be accomplished by admitting additional fuel ahead of the

Intake ports. .
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39 Elxtenslonswelded to the fins on the head of a
. . ..

c-y~hder re’duosd-the temperatureat the rear-spark-plug
.

Clipplng the extensions to the fins was lessgasket 26° F. , “

effeotive, as this method red~ced the head temperature only

b- Baffle mod!.fi.oations- which included enlarging the

Inlet gaps, extending the baffles farther to the rear of the
.

cylinder, adding a diffuser at the baffle outlet, ~d pro-

viding separate ducts to the hot parts of the cylinder -

resulted in head-temperature reductions of as much as

50° F.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
lJatlonalAdvisory Co.mnitteefor Aeronautics,

Langley Fielcl,Vao, July 17, 19]13.

..— . .
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10 Sl~verstein, Abe, and Klnghorn,.Gsorge Y.: Improved
Baffle Designs for Air-Cooled Engine Cylinders. NACA
;~RR NO. 3~6, 1945,
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TABLE

OF DIFFERENT

I

FIN

ON CYLINDER-HEAD TEMPERATURES
-. .,,--- .

Condition

Original

Fins welded on top of
cylinder head (figs.
3 to 5)

Fins clipped on top o~
cylinder head (plain
joint, figs. 7 to 9)

Fins bolted on back o~
cylinder.head (figs.
5, 6, and 10

. - .+ . , , - , .- ,,

.—

65 percent
nomal power

tempera-
ture
(°F)

428

399

Q8

425

!empera-
;ure drop

(°F)

.-

29

10

3
—d——--

. .
.

100 percent
normal power

Tempera-
ture
(°F)

426

404

J+20

424

rempem-
ture drop

(°F)
—.—.

--

22

6

2



TABLE Z. - EFFECT OF BAFFLE MODIFICA T\ONS ON
CYL$7VD!5Q” H’XD 7--c4MPEn

co)x7’2#’/om

4?34

+/9

4/7

wwer
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/7

d2

i34

/9
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I

.

395 /5

384 A?6

385 25
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439

442
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420

402
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fdegf)

/9

/2

9

49
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t3s5

403

398

392

.
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fdegfj

,

/5

7

/2
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Figure1.- View ofenginenacelleassetupforthetests.



(a) Three-quarterfrontview. (b) Three-quarterrearview.

Figure2,- Cooling-airductinstalledoncylinder14.
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Figure4.- View ofcylinder1 showingweldedfinextensions.

I .-



Welded fin extensions

,.

m

Figlure 5.- View ofcylinder1 showingweldedandboltedfinextensions.



Figure6.- View ofcylinder1 showingfinextensionsandbaffles.
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Cli DWd fln extea8.ion8. ,.
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Figure8.- View ofcylinder13 showingclippedfinextensions.
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Figure9.- Clippedfinextensionsas installedoncylinder13,
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Figure11.- Viewsofrear-cylindersidebafflewitha separatecooling-airduct.



(a) Originalbaffle.

.gure12.- Comparison oforiginaland revisedbaffles.FrontView.



(b) Revisedbaffle.

Figure12.- Concluded.
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(a)

13.- Co~pariSOnof

Originalbaffle.

originalandrevised
baffles. Rear view.
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(b) Revisedbaffle.

Figure13.- Concluded.
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(a) Three-quarterfrontview.

Figure15.- Revisedbafflesinstalledon rearcylinderof
P. & W. R-18X)-43engine.
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—— - SEPARATE .COOLING PASSAGE>

(b) Three-quarterrearview.

Figure15.- Concluded
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(a) Frontview.

Figure23.- Temperatureon cylinder1 withoriginaland revised
baffles.Enginespeed,2250rpm; manifoldpressure,28.0inches
ofmercury;enginefuel-airratio,O.072;averagecoolingpressure
drop uAp,3.41inchesofwater.
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(b) Rear view.

Figure23.- Concluded.



(a) Frontview.

Figure24.- Temperatureon cylinder1 withoriginaland revised
baffles.Enginespeed,2550rpm; manifoldpressure,39.5inches
ofmercury;enginefuel-airratio,O.105;averagecoolingpressure
drop uAp,4.51inchesofwater.
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(b) Rear view.

Figure24.- Concluded.
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;al Small outlet cut in revised baffles (b)
to allow cooling air to pass between
the topmost fins on front of rocker
box.

Modification of revised baffles to
increase cooling-air flow around
side of rocker box by increasing
gap between the fins and baffle
where fins are short.

Figure 25.- Modifications to revised baffles to reduce the temperature of the exhaust-
valve guide. NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERo NAL#TICC
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